








Why are Tortech inverters better (what is the THD)?
Tortech inverters are designed low THD of 5% in contrast to 20% from most competitors. This means that 
only 5% of the power is not available at the fundamental frequency. With 20% THD, there is 20% of the 
power that is not present at the fundamental frequency. This means that a 5% THD inverter is much more 
efficient than an inverter with THD of 20%.

 5% THD  9.5% THD 22.4% THD

In laymen terms, a 5% THD inverter (Tortech) will result in better performance of your load device in
comparison to a 20%THD inverter. This is very important when powering reactive loads, an inverter
producing high THD will result in a very high current draw.



1. Calculate the total load
2. Choose the correct voltage rating
3. Choose the correct size of inverter based on your output load rating

HOW DO I CHOOSE THE CORRECT INVERTER?

STEP 1

Calculate the total load
The main factor that determines the size of your inverter is 
the total load connected. The total load can be worked 
out in watts by summing up individual power consumption 
of all your appliances.
(If you have a TV (200w), fridge (300w) and a fan(600w) (If you have a TV (200w), fridge (300w) and a fan(600w) 
your total power consumption will be 200+300+600 = 
1100w). This is the continuous load rating. Motors require 
approximately about 25% more than their rated power (to 
meet the in -rush). 

Note : For installations with Electric Motors Please refer to 
the table below.

Choose your battery bank voltage
Batteries that are connected in series will increase the voltage capacity
where as batteries that are connected in parallel increase the current capacity. 
Batteries are rated on voltage and AH(Amp-hour capacity). The AH capacity 
gives you an approximate idea of the duration you can power your load.
2 x 12V batteries rated 200AH connected in series to give 24V will have an AH
capacity of 200AH.capacity of 200AH.
2x12V batteries rated 200AH connected in parallel to give 12V will have an AH
capacity of 400AH.
(A 200AH battery with a C10 rating can supply 20A of current for 10hours. A 200AH 
battery with a C24 rating can supply 8.3A for 24 hours).
If you want to supply a load that consists of a TV (200w), fridge (300w) and a fan 
(600w) for 6 hours. You would need a battery of 550AH at 24V. It is important to
use the correct sized battery for specific applications, an inverter is not a freeuse the correct sized battery for specific applications, an inverter is not a free
energy machine, all it does is convert DC (Direct Current) power from the
battery into AC (Alternating Current) for your appliances.

STEP 2







ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS





40% lesser idle consumptionVery High idle consumption

THD<10%THD<20%

LCD

50% lesser idle consumption

In inverter mode will operate at
50/60hz set by SW4 switch

Pure sine wave form with an
average THD of 3%

To ensure proper charging of the
batteries based on temperature.
Extending battery life by preventing
overcharging in warm temperatures
and undercharging in cold
temperature

The voltage is steady as the load 
changes



COMPARISON OF TORTECH HP INVERTER TO OTHERS ON MARKET



What is the utility/battery priority mode? (see images below)
Tortech inverters come with an advanced micro-processor controlled utility/battery priority feature. 
This feature helps the user select the option of supplying the load from the battery* or from an AC source 
(generator/utility). The inverter is programmed smart to give more priority to the AC source by default. This is 
done to increase the longevity of the battery.

Switch number 4 when in position 1 will give priority to the battery to supply the load. This is very useful when Switch number 4 when in position 1 will give priority to the battery to supply the load. This is very useful when 
trying to reduce power consumption from the utility and maximise the extraction of PV power stored in the 
battery (see image settings below).

Switch number 4 is set to position 1 before connecting the DC input from the battery and the AC input from Switch number 4 is set to position 1 before connecting the DC input from the battery and the AC input from 
the generator or the utility. The inverter is turned on with AC input off (see image settings below). When the 
AC input is turned on after this condition, It will supply load from the battery till the battery runs low on 
charge , It will automatically switch to the AC input and charge the batteries simultaneously once the 
battery runs low on charge.

In the same way, if the switch is set to position 0, it will give priority to the AC input to supply the load. Use this 
setting if you want to use power from the generator/Utility and conserve the battery.

Does the inverter have output 240v sockets?
Tortech inverters rated 3000-9000W Surge, 1000-3000W continuous come with two flush mounted
approved Australian sockets. An additional hard-wired terminal block is present for AC input, AC 
output.

Does the inverter have adequate protection?
Tortec inverters come protected with an AC output circuit breaker for 240V and an AC input circuit 
breaker for the built in charger.



3 Year  Australian Warranty
 Local servicing and support from our Sydney based office.
 Testing - All  inverters are 100% tested on load battery. 
 This  guarantees all the inverter characteristics, ratings and charger performance.
 The Internal transformer inside the inverter is a isolated transformer providing 
    extra protection and safety. Ensuring the input is isolated from the output of the 
    inverter.    inverter.
 The inverter is tested to maintain performance under high vibration environments 
    such as that in a moving vehicle.


